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Every brand is unique. Control over the contextual relevance of digital ads maximizes both 
the impact and cost efficiency of campaigns. 

Do more with less, and do it precisely, at scale.

Our patented cognitive semantic technology uses natural language processing (NLP) to 
dynamically comprehend the nuances of context using sentiment & emotion analysis across 
45 languages. This IAS advantage gives our customers precise page-level content 
classification at scale. 

PROTECT & GROW YOUR BRAND

IAS Brand Suitability and 
Contextual Targeting Solution

Context 
Control

Context Control 
Avoidance
Provides more granular control of content 
adjacencies and controls for appropriateness 
of various contexts, as tailored for a specific 
brand.

● 150+ industry-specific and topical 
segments for content avoidance 

● Brand-specific protection for content 
avoidance unique to your brand name and 
negative sentiment

● Pre-bid segments for avoidance within 
major global DSPs

Context Control 
Targeting
Delivers programmatic buyers unprecedented 
precision for targeting content that is 
contextually relevant for a given brand or 
campaign to increase recognition and 
engagement. 

● 250+ vertical, topical, seasonal and 
audience proxy segments available 

● Accurate classification at scale of 
content using best-in-class semantic 
intelligence 

● Pre-bid segments for targeting within 
major global DSPs  
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To learn more about our industry-leading Context Control solution, contact us!

CONTEXT 
MATTERS
Our natural language 
processing technology 
reads the page and 
understands the 
nuances of context and 
sentiment of content in 
real-time.  

SENTIMENT & 
EMOTION
DRIVES 
MEANING
Precise classification 
of content at scale is 
the key factor for 
enabling true control.

How this pro pulled off the ‘shot 
of the year’ in golf Michael 
Thompson steps into the left 
greenside bunker on the 16th 
hole at TPC Twin Cities. His 
eyes never leave the flag 37 
yards away until he is close to 
his ball. His eyes never look 
down. They don’t need to. You 
know the number of steps it 
takes to get to your most 
comfortable spot at home. 
Thompson knows this.

CATEGORIES 
Golf

Success

Negative Neutral Positive

SENTIMENT

ENTITIES
Companies: Transaction Processing 
Council… and 4 more
People: Michael Thompson, Nick Faldo, 
Jimmy Fallon… and 3 more


